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Mask optimization is essential in the resolution scaling of optical lithography due to its strong ability to overcome
the optical proximity effect. However, it often demands extensive computation in solving the nonlinear optimi-
zation problemwith a large number of variables. In this paper, we use a set of basis functions to represent the mask
patterns, and incorporate this representation into the mask optimization at both the nominal plane and various
defocus conditions. The representation coefficients are updated according to the gradient to the coefficients,
which can be easily obtained from the gradient to the pixel variables. To ease the computation of the gradient,
we use an adaptivemethod that divides the optimization into two steps, in which a small number of kernels is used
as the first step, and more kernels are used for fine optimization. Simulations performed on two test patterns
demonstrate that this method can improve the optimization efficiency by several times, and the optimized patterns
have better manufacturability compared with regular pixel-based representation. © 2014 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: (110.5220) Photolithography; (110.1758) Computational imaging; (110.4235) Nanolithography.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOSAA.31.0000B1

1. INTRODUCTION
Optical lithography has been the main approach for large-
scale integrated circuit manufacturing for several decades
due to its low cost and high volume. The shrinking resolution
of optical lithography relies heavily on resolution enhance-
ment techniques (RETs), such as off-axis illumination, optical
proximity correction, and source mask optimization [1–3].
Mask optimization is among the most important because it
is able to overcome the optical proximity effects caused by
diffraction.

Generally, current mask optimization methods can be cat-
egorized as polygon-based optical proximity correction (OPC)
and the pixel-based inverse lithography technique (ILT) [4,5].
With the same objective to obtain a mask pattern that can
generate a print pattern with high fidelity to the target pattern,
they differ in the representationmethods of the mask patterns.
The former represents the mask pattern as polygons, and the
optimization is carried out by moving the edges of the poly-
gons. This technique is very successful in 65 nm technological
node, but encounters problems of limited freedom in higher
resolutions [6]. This leads to the introduction of inverse lithog-
raphy, which represents the mask patterns as pixel-based
images [7–9]. This representation method increases the flex-
ibility and can further scale down the lithography resolution.
However, the trade-off is the large amount of computation
caused by the nonlinear optimization and the large number
of pixel variables [10,11].

In this work, we focus mainly on pixel-based inverse lithog-
raphy. The research on this technique dates back to the 1990s,
when Liu and Zakhor conduct pioneering work on optimal

binary and phase-shifting mask design [12,13]. This technique
gained more interest a decade later. The inverse mask design
problem was analyzed by Granik for incoherent, coherent,
and partially coherent systems [14]. This problem was also ap-
proached through the level-set-based algorithm [8,15,16] and
the genetic algorithm [17]. Meanwhile, Poonawala and Milan-
far formulated this to an inverse imaging problem with regu-
larization, and solved with the steepest descent algorithm [18].
Based on this framework, the gradient-based methods were
extended to the conjugate gradient (CG) method with the
objective of optimizing the phase-shifting mask patterns
under partially coherent imaging systems [19,20]. Mask opti-
mization was also conducted with the more rigorous
vectorial model and with mask topography effects taken into
consideration [21,22].

Extending the mask optimization to robust ILT, considering
the process variations in the imaging system, can be even
more challenging. The shrinking dimension of the mask pat-
terns intensifies the necessity of considering multiple process
conditions due to its higher sensitivity to process variations
[23]. However, this consideration requires increasing model-
ing of the aerial image processes, and significantly reduces
the computational efficiency. The mask optimization algo-
rithm under process variations was developed by Yu et al.,
and a quadratic model was employed to accelerate the aerial
image calculation [24]. However, this method deals with the
polygon-based OPC problem, and is not suitable for pixel-
based inverse mask optimization, which requires computation
of both aerial image and gradient for multiple process condi-
tions. The pixel-based mask optimization under different
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defocus conditions was formulated by Jia and co-workers and
solved with statistical methods [25–27]. The algorithm is also
extended to source mask optimization [28], and accelerated
through several approaches, such as the augmented Lagran-
gian algorithm and the multigrid algorithm [29,30].

Nevertheless, these algorithms still need to handle all the
pixel variables, which can be a large number in current mask
optimization. These variables can cause stagnation in the
inverse optimization, and slow down the convergence [31].
In this work, we reduce the number of variables in mask
optimization by decomposing the mask patterns into a linear
combination of a set of basis functions. This idea of using de-
composition for acceleration has been used in many applica-
tions of optical lithography, such as polygon-based OPC
[32,33], thick mask modeling [34], and source optimization
[35]. The discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based method is
also employed in the mask optimization to increase manufac-
turability [36,37].

In this paper, we develop a mask representation method
with a set of basis functions, and incorporate this representa-
tion into robust ILT. Specifically, we use the 2D discrete co-
sine basis as the basis functions. The higher order coefficients
are neglected to reduce the number of variables and avoid
stagnation in the iterative optimization method. Instead of
updating the pixel values in the mask patterns, we update
the representation coefficients according to the gradient of
the objective function to the coefficients. The gradient can
be calculated with a simple DCT from the gradient of the ob-
jective function to the mask patterns. To ease computation,
we use an adaptive method to calculate the gradient of the
objective function to the mask patterns. This method divides
the optimization into two steps according to the objective
function, and changes the parameters in the optimization.

To evaluate the performance of the mask optimization
method in this paper, we perform simulations on two typical
mask patterns on the meta layer. Both the runtime and the
aerial image quality are evaluated and compared with regular
pixel-based optimization method under the nominal and vari-
ous defocus conditions. The simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed method can be several times faster in both
cases. It is also observed that the optimized patterns with the
basis representation are less complicated compared with the
pixel-based representation.

2. ROBUST INVERSE LITHOGRAPHY
FORMULATION
The objective of inverse lithography is to derive a mask that
can print a pattern close to the target one through a forward
model. In this technique, the forward model includes mainly
two parts, namely, aerial imaging formation and the photore-
sist process. In inverse lithography, the sum of coherent sys-
tem (SOCS) method is introduced to approximate the partially
coherent imaging system with a number of coherent systems,
namely, kernels, to accelerate the forward modeling [35].
Letting Hn be the nth kernel preserved for imaging modeling,
and K is the number of kernels, the aerial image Ia above the
wafer can be calculated through

Ia�x� �
XK
n�1

λn
��Hn�x� �M�x�

��2; (1)

where x � �x; y� is the spatial coordinate of the imaging
system, M�x� ∈ RN×N is the mask pattern, N is the number
of pixels in each direction for 2D mask pattern representation,
and * is the 2D convolution.

After this imaging formation, the aerial image undergoes a
photoresist process to obtain the printed image as the wafer
pattern. This process is usually modeled as a sigmoid function,
and the printed pattern can be calculated as

I�x� � sigfIa�x�g �
1

1� e−α�Ia�x�−tr �
; (2)

where tr is the threshold value for the photoresist process,
and α is the steepness of the sigmoid function.

To derive an optimized mask pattern, we define an objec-
tive function to form an optimization problem. Usually, the
objective function for inverse lithography contains the pattern
fidelity term and the regularization term. The Euclidean dis-
tance between the printed pattern and the target pattern It
is defined as the pattern fidelity term:

RmfM�x�g �
X
x

‖I�x� − It�x�‖22: (3)

We also minimize the total variation of the mask patterns as a
regularization term to improve the manufacturability as

RTVfM�x�g � ‖QxM�x�‖1 � ‖QyM�x�‖1; (4)

where Qx and Qy are the differential matrix in the x and y
directions, respectively.

To extend the mask optimization to robust ILT, the process
variations need to be considered. We consider the defocus as
the main process variation in this paper. We assume the de-
focus as normally distributed around the nominal plane, that
is, the probability density function of the defocus is

p�hm� �
1

σ
������
2π

p exp
�
−
h2m
2σ2

�
;

where hm is the defocus, and σ is the standard deviation. For
each defocus hm, the pattern fidelity term can be expressed as

~RmfM�x�; hmg �
X
x

‖I�x; hm� − It�x�‖22; (5)

where I�x; hm� denotes the printed pattern at the hm defocus
plane. Then, the expectation of the pattern errors over all the
defocus conditions is considered as the pattern fidelity term,
expressed as

EmfM�x�; hmg �
X
m

p�hm� ~RmfM�x�; hmg: (6)

The mask optimization at nominal plane can be considered
a special case of the formulation above, in which hm � 0,
and p�hm� � 1.

Then, the overall objective function for the mask optimiza-
tion is the combination of the pattern fidelity term and the
total variation term as

LmfM�x�; hmg � EmfM�x�; hmg � μRTVfM�x�g; (7)
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where μ is the Lagrangian multiplier to define the aggressive-
ness of the regularization term.

The transmission for a binary mask is either 0 or 1. In the
optimization, we relax them to gray-scale values in the region
of [0,1] to facilitate the computation of the gradient. Thus, the
optimized mask pattern Mopt�x� is obtained by solving a com-
binational optimization problem as

Mopt�x� � arg min
0≤M�x�≤1

LmfM�x�; hmg: (8)

The final optimized mask pattern is obtained by binarizing the
mask with a threshold of 0.5.

3. INVERSE LITHOGRAPHY WITH BASIS
REPRESENTATION
A. Mask Representation
Usually, the problem formulated above is solved through
gradient-based algorithms. Here, we introduce the basis func-
tions to represent the mask patterns during the optimization.
The basis functions are a set of bases that can linearly
represent a pattern. Let D � �D1 D2 … �T to represent a
particular set of bases, whereDl is the lth basis function. Then,
the mask patterns can be expressed as a linear combination of
these bases:

M�x� �
XP
l�1

ψ lDl�x� � DΨ; (9)

where Ψ � �ψ1 ψ2 … �T are the representation coeffi-
cients. The spatial coordinate x is omitted in the matrix form.
It is also omitted in the following sections if there is no
confusion.

In this paper, we use the 2D discrete cosine basis as the
basis functions to represent the mask patterns. This is done
for two reasons. First, the discrete cosine basis functions
are suitable to represent the real numbers, and can be easily
handled with DCT due to its popularity in image processing.
Statistical analysis also demonstrates that the DCT coeffi-
cients are superior in energy compaction in representing
2D images [38,39]. Second, in optical lithography, the high fre-
quency of the mask patterns is cut off due to diffraction. With
off-axis illumination, the highest frequency that can be
preserved in the mask patterns is 2 NA∕λ, where λ is the wave-
length, and NA is the numerical aperture of the imaging
system [40]. Since the DCT is similar to the Fourier transform,
the coefficients of the higher DCT frequencies can also be
dropped during optimization. This will lead to fewer number
of variables, and can be used to accelerate optimization.

For simplicity, we use the notationD to represent the DCT
transform, which transforms a pattern to its discrete cosine
basis coefficients, and D−1 for the inverse process. Thus,
the basis representation and reconstruction of mask patterns
can be expressed as

Ψ � D−1fMg � D−1M; (10)

where D is the set of discrete cosine basis functions. It is also
known that for DCT bases,D−1 � DT, thus the above equation
can be written as

Ψ � DTM: (11)

We depict the DCT coefficients for a common mask pattern
and the sampling scheme in Fig. 1. It is obviously shown in
Fig. 1(a) that the higher order coefficients are very small,
and are almost flat at zero plane. Thus, we can select the lower
order coefficients to represent the mask patterns. A further
illustration of this point is shown in Fig. 2, where we depict
the mask patterns represented by its partial DCT coefficients
and the corresponding aerial images. The mask patterns
are represented as 251 × 251 pixel images, and the DCT coef-
ficients are contained in 251 × 251 matrices. By manually

Fig. 1. DCT coefficients and the sampling scheme for a common
mask pattern: (a) distribution of the DCT coefficients and (b) selection
of the DCT coefficients.
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Fig. 2. Mask patterns and the corresponding aerial images repre-
sented with partial DCT coefficients. The unit of the spatial coordi-
nates in the mask patterns and aerial images is nanometers.
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setting the higher order coefficients to zeros, we reconstruct
the mask patterns from the lower coefficients, and calculate
the aerial images corresponding to these mask patterns. The
mask patterns in the upper row are represented with the lower
125 × 125, 76 × 76, and 26 × 26 orders of the coefficients as
shown in Fig. 1(b). We make comparison of the reconstructed
mask patterns and aerial images with the original ones. The
mean square errors of the aerial images are 9.97 × 10−7,
7.12 × 10−6, and 7.12 × 10−4. It is shown that even if most of
the coefficients are ignored, the aerial images calculated using
the reconstructed mask patterns with partial coefficients can
still be very small. Thus, it can be reasonable to drop the
higher order coefficients in mask representation.

B. Optimization with Basis Representation
In many cases, the problem formulated in Eq. (8) can be
solved with the gradient-based methods. Here, we show that
the basis function representation can be incorporated into the
CG method for mask optimization at the nominal plane. The
method can be extended to robust ILT.

In the CG method, the mask pattern is updated as

Mk�1 � Mk � εmvkm; (12)

where εm is the step size, and vkm is the searching direction,
which can be calculated from the gradient of the objective
function to the mask patterns ∇LmfMg [28,30].

With the basis function representation, we need to update
the DCT coefficients instead of the mask patterns. Here, we
show how the gradient of the DCT coefficients can be calcu-
lated from the gradient of the mask patterns. Since M � DΨ,
the gradient of the objective function to the coefficients is

∇LmfΨg � DT∇LmfMg � D−1f∇LmfMgg; (13)

and the DCT coefficients can be updated similarly:

Ψk�1 � Ψk � εcvkc ; (14)

where εc is the step size for updating the coefficients, and
vkc � D−1fvkmg. To drop the high-order coefficients, we force
them to zeros:

ψ l �
�
ψ l; if l ≤ C
0; otherwise

; (15)

where C denotes the highest frequency preserved for optimi-
zation.

Thus, we need to calculate the gradient of the objective
function to the mask patterns to update the coefficients.
The overall gradient is composed of two items, namely, the
gradient of the pattern fidelity term, and the gradient of the
regularization term, and can be expressed as

∇LmfMg � ∇RmfMg � μ∇RTVfMg; (16)

where ∇Rm is the gradient of the pattern fidelity term:

∇RmfMg �Re
�XK
n�1

λn�2α�I− It�⊙I⊙�1− I�⊙�M �Hn�†� �Hn

�
;

(17)

where † denotes the complex conjugate, and ∇RTV is the
gradient of the total regularization term:

∇RTVfMg � QT
xsgn�QxM� � QT

ysgn�QyM�: (18)

The detailed derivation of the these two terms can be found
in [28,30].

Furthermore, to further ease the computational cost, we
devise an adaptive method to calculate the gradient. The adap-
tive method can monitor the optimization process, and change
the parameters in it. Here, we change the number of kernels
used in calculating the gradient by monitoring the conver-
gence behavior. As shown in Eq. (17), the computation
amount of the gradient information for the pattern fidelity
terms is proportional to the number of kernels. To reduce
the computation, we can use fewer kernels for gradient com-
putation, similar to the SOCS theory used for aerial image
calculation. We divide the mask optimization into two steps.
In the first step, we use a small number of kernels in the gra-
dient computation, and the gradient is calculated by

∇RmfMg � Refλ1�2α�I − It�⊙I⊙�1 − I�⊙�M �H1�†� �H1g:
(19)

Then, for a fine optimization, we use more kernels to calculate
the gradient in Eq. (17) in the second step.

In these two steps, the convergence criteria to terminate
the iterations can be set according to the pattern errors.
We terminate the iteration if the difference between several
consecutive pattern errors is small. We also terminate the
iteration if it reaches a pattern error that is smaller than a
predefined one.

4. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we perform simulations to evaluate the effi-
ciency and performance of the mask optimization method
introduced above. The efficiency is evaluated in terms of
runtime and convergence behavior, and the performance is
evaluated by measuring the pattern fidelity and the process
windows commonly used in other mask optimization meth-
ods. We make comparison of the proposed method with
the regular CG method, which does not use the acceleration
approach, to show the efficiency improvement.

Figure 3 shows the two test patterns used in the simula-
tions. Both of the mask patterns are designed at the 45 nm
technological node on the meta layer. The first pattern is a
coarse pattern, which is represented by a 251 × 251 pixel im-
age, and the size of each pixel is 4 nm. The second pattern is a
dense pattern, which is represented by a 601 × 601 image, and
the pixel size is 2.5 nm. The mask optimizations are performed
in a partially coherent imaging system with the wavelength
193 nm, and NA � 1.35. The illumination source is fixed as
a quasar one with σin � 0.68, and σout � 0.92. The Lagrange
multiplier to define the aggressiveness of the total variation
term is set as μ � 0.01. The threshold for the sigmoid function
in the resist model is set as tr � 0.3, and the steepness is set as
α � 85. In the optimizations, the step size is set as 3 for the
coarse pattern, and 4 for the dense pattern. The initial patterns
in all the simulations are set as the corresponding target pat-
terns to facilitate comparison.
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To show the performance of the proposed method, we
carry out the mask optimization in three approaches:
(a) the regular CG method, in which mask optimization is car-
ried out through the regular CG method with a fixed number
of kernels; (b) the adaptive CG method, in which the optimi-
zation is conducted with the regular conjugate method, but
uses one kernel to obtain an initial pattern, and then uses
more kernels to continue the optimization; and (c) the adap-
tive DCT CG method, in which the optimization is carried out

similar to that in (b), while the mask pattern is represented as
the combination of discrete cosine basis.

A. Optimization at the Nominal Plane
We first perform simulations of mask optimization at the
nominal plane. The number of kernels used in the optimiza-
tion for the first approach is seven. For the latter two ap-
proaches, we use one kernel to calculate the gradient at
the first stage, and then use seven kernels for fine optimiza-
tion. In mask optimization with DCT basis representation, the
mask patterns are represented with the lower 76 × 76 DCT co-
efficients for the first mask pattern, and with the 180 × 180
ones for the latter. The optimization results of the optimized
patterns and the printed patterns for the first test pattern are
shown in Fig. 4. We measure the edge placement errors
(EPEs) at the centers and a distance of 90 nm away from it
at the edges. To analyze the mask optimization results, we de-
pict the values of the pattern fidelity in each iteration in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, the three approaches have similar per-
formance in terms of pattern fidelity. All three methods can
achieve an optimized pattern that can print the main features
of the target pattern. In terms of computation efficiency, it
shows that the adaptive DCT CG approach converges faster
than the other two methods. Both optimization approaches
using the regular pixel-based representation undergo a stag-
nation at the initial stage of the mask optimization. However,
the objective function of mask optimization that uses the
adaptive DCT CG approach decreases rapidly without any
stagnation. Even in the latter iterations, the pattern error still
reduces faster than those in the other two approaches. For the
optimization without using basis representation, the adaptive
CG method converges a little faster than the regular CG
method. More importantly, most of the iterations in the adap-
tive approaches are completed with only one kernel. It means
the adaptive CG method can produce the optimized mask pat-
tern much faster than the regular CG method.

Quantitatively, the average EPE for the printed pattern for
the three methods are 2.50, 2.43, and 2.60 nm, respectively,
which are very similar. The total numbers of iterations for
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Fig. 3. Two test mask patterns for mask optimization, where (a) is
the coarse test pattern and (b) is the dense one.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results on the coarse pattern, where (a), (b), and (c) are the optimized mask patterns, and (d), (e), and (f) are the printed
patterns for the regular CG, adaptive CG, and adaptive DCT CG approaches, respectively.
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the three methods are 148, 143, and 71. Among them, 110 and
69 iterations are conducted with one kernel. The total run-
times are 29.6, 18.7, and 8.6 s. This means that the adaptive
DCT CG approach converges with significant fewer iterations
compared with the regular CG method. It can increase the
speed by several times, while the basis representation can
be 2 times faster.

Similarly, the optimization results for the second test pat-
tern are shown in Fig. 6. Compared with the first test pattern,
this pattern has more features. Thus, the optimized mask pat-
terns shown in the figure are also more complicated than
those for the first test pattern. This illustrates that the opti-
mized pattern generated with the basis representation has
more smooth edges, and fewer isolated points and holes. This
is consistent with the fact that the high frequency of the mask
patterns is truncated in the optimization; thus, the mask pat-
tern has better manufacturability.

In terms of optimization performance, the average EPEs for
the three approaches are 1.74, 1.70, and 1.73 nm, respectively.
The optimization results are obtained through 242, 203, and
140 iterations, as shown in Fig. 7. Again, in the latter two adap-
tive approaches, 202 and 139 iterations are completed using

one kernel. The runtimes for these three methods are
224.7, 116.5, and 104.8 s. This again demonstrates that the
adaptive DCT CG approach can reduce the number of itera-
tions significantly. At the same time, it can increase the speed
of mask optimization by about 2 times, while the mask opti-
mization with basis representation can further reduce the run-
time by 11.3%.

B. Optimization at Various Defocus Planes
We next perform simulations of mask optimization consider-
ing the defocus variations in the same imaging system. Again,
we conduct the simulations with the three approaches intro-
duced above. Since the influence of positive defocus on the
image quality is similar to that of negative defocus, we con-
sider only positive defocus in the optimization. Thus, we
set the defocus in [0,100] nm with a step size of 20 nm, which
means the mask optimizations are performed at six defocus
planes. The standard deviation is set as σ � 0.1 for normal
distribution. The target patterns are the same as those in
the previous simulations.

We depict the optimized patterns for both test patterns in
Fig. 8, where the upper panels are for the coarse test pattern,
and the lower panels are for the dense mask pattern. Com-
pared with the optimized mask patterns shown in Figs. 4
and 6, we can see in robust mask optimization, much stronger
assistant features are generated. For the coarse pattern, long-
line assistant features are placed around the initial pattern.
For the dense pattern, many more features are generated
compared with the optimization patterns at the nominal
plane shown in Fig. 6. Again, the optimized mask patterns
have similar features in the three approaches for each test
pattern.

We also evaluate the performance in terms of image quality
and efficiency for the three approaches. To evaluate the image
quality, we measure the exposure–defocus (E-D) window at
critical places, such as the center of each line, and a distance
of 300 nm from the center for both patterns. The range of the
defocus is set from −60 to 60 nm for all the measurements.
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Fig. 5. Pattern errors in the iterations for the three approaches.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for the dense pattern. The optimized mask patterns are shown in (a), (b), and (c), and the printed patterns at the nominal
plane are shown in (d), (e), and (f) for the regular CG, adaptive CG, and adaptive DCT CG approaches, respectively.
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Each E-D window is represented with two curves, with the
upper one corresponding to the doses when the critical
dimension is 10% smaller than 45 nm, and the lower one is
10% larger than it. To evaluate efficiency, we assess the

convergence behavior in the iterations and the runtime to
similarly carry out optimizations.

Figure 9 depicts the E-D windows measured for the three
mask patterns obtained with the three approaches; Fig. 9(a) is
for the coarse pattern, and Fig. 9(b) is for the dense pattern. It
is observed that the E-D windows are quite close to each other
for both test patterns. The E-D window for the adaptive DCT
CG approach is a little larger than the other two approaches in
the coarse pattern, with the lowest curve. This indicates the
three approaches have similar ability to optimize the mask
when taking robustness to defocus into consideration. By
making comparison of the two E-D windows for the two test
patterns, it is obvious that the one for the dense mask pattern
is larger than that for the coarse pattern. This may be caused
by the smaller pixel size in the dense pattern. More pixel var-
iables lead to larger freedom, and can have stronger ability to
overcome the optical proximity effect.

In terms of efficiency, the total number of iterations for the
three approaches are 177, 188, and 145 for the coarse pattern,
in which 151 and 141 iterations are conducted with one kernel
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Fig. 7. Pattern errors in the iterations for the dense pattern.
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Fig. 8. Optimized mask patterns at various defocus conditions, where (a), (b), and (c) are for the coarse pattern, and (d), (e), and (f) are for the
dense pattern.
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Fig. 9. Process windows for the optimized mask patterns.
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for the latter two approaches. Again, the mask optimization
with the DCT representation again converges faster than
those represented with pixel variables. The optimization with
basis representation can reduce the iteration number by 22.8%
compared with the adaptive CG approach. The runtimes for
the three approaches are 147.4, 109.5, and 78.5 s, respectively.
The adaptive CG method can improve the speed by 34.6%, and
the adaptive DCT CG approach can make a further 39.5%
improvement.

For the dense pattern, the numbers of iterations for the
three approaches are 237, 230, and 143, and the runtimes
are 1032, 553.7, and 316.4 s, respectively. The reduction of
the iteration number for the adaptive DCT CG approach is
37.8% over the adaptive CG. The speed improvement for
the adaptive CG approach is about 1 time over the regular
CG method, and the adaptive DCT CG can make a further
75% improvement. This again demonstrates that the mask rep-
resentation with DCT basis together with the adaptive method
can be useful in improving the efficiency of mask optimization
at various defocus conditions. These simulations indicate that
mask optimization with basis representation can have a com-
petitive ability to optimize the mask patterns, while improving
efficiency.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a mask optimization algorithm with
basis function representation, and use an adaptive optimiza-
tion method to accelerate the algorithms. We use the 2D dis-
crete cosine basis functions to represent the mask patterns,
and incorporate this representation into the CG algorithm
for optimization. We also employ an adaptive method which
uses a small number of kernels to get initial patterns, and then
use more kernels for fine optimization to accelerate the the
mask optimization. Simulations performed on two test
patterns at both the nominal plane and various defocus planes
for robust ILT demonstrate that the proposed method can im-
prove the efficiency by approximately 2 times, while achieving
optimized mask patterns with competitive performance com-
pared with the regular pixel-based method.
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